SUNEX TOOLS – METAL WORKING TOOLS

12 pc. Wrench Set
P/N 12-03333 $129.99
12 pc. Wrench Set with Flex Head
P/N 12-03341 $182.85

SUNEX 12 PIECE METRIC V-GROOVE COMBO RATCHETING WRENCH SETS
- 12 Piece Metric V-Groove Combination Ratcheting Wrench Sets include: 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 18mm, 19mm.

SUNEX 4 PIECE SAE EXTRA LONG DOUBLE BOX RATCHETING WRENCH SETS
- 4 Piece SAE extra long sets include: 5/16" x 3/8", 9/16" x 5/8", 7/16" x 1/2", and 11/16" x 3/4".

SUNEX 6 PIECE METRIC EXTRA LONG DOUBLE BOX RATCHETING WRENCH SETS
- 6 Piece Set Includes: 8mm x 9mm, 12mm x 13mm, 16mm x 18mm, 10mm x 11mm, 14mm x 15mm, and 17mm x 19mm.

SUNEX 8 PIECE STUBBY FLEX HEAD V-GROOVE COMBINATION RATCHETING WRENCH SETS

SUNEX 13 PIECE SAE V-GROOVE FLEX HEAD COMBINATION RATCHETING WRENCH SETS

HAND SHEARS
- Throatless design, adjustable work hold down, arched top blade allows for effortless cutting throughout the stroke and indexable bottom blade. Up to 3/16" steel, up to 3/8" round bar.

MANUAL SHEET METAL CORNER NOTCHER
- Heavy cast iron frame, adjustable work stops, 4 x 4 blades adjustable blade gap, high chrome blades, adjustable gibs for long life.

52 INCH FOOT SHEAR
- 52" Blade length, cast iron frame, front arm supports, high carbon blade, adjustable blade gap, front squaring arm with scale, back gauge with inch and metric scale.

ROTARY SHEAR
- Shape cutter, easily cut any shape up to 1/8" thick, forged steel frame, ratcheting head, adjustable cutter, adjustable work stop.

HAND SHEAR MULTI PURPOSE CUTTER
- 5" Top length, throatless design, adjustable work hold down, geared reduction handle makes cutting easy.

3-IN-1 SHEET METAL ROLLER
- This Sheet Metal Roller Press is 12" length with 5 adjustable hardened fingers, material hold-down, back gauge, 1-1/4" slip rolls with 1/16", 1/8" and 3/16" grooves for wire forming. Works up to 20 gauge sheet metal.

SQUARE NOTCHER
- Foot operated, 3" x 3" blades, adjustable work stops, adjustable blade gap. 16 Gauge.

3-IN-1 SHEET METAL ROLLERS
- These Sheet Metal Roller Presses have 6 adjustable hardened fingers, spring loaded sheet hold-down, heavy cast iron frame, grooves for wire rolling, 1 1/4" slip rolls, adjustable back gauge. Works up to 20 gauge sheet metal. Stand not included but available for the 30" Roller only, see Accessories Tab. 20 Gauge.

BEAD ROLLING MACHINE
- Super heavy duty solid cast iron with no flex frame bead roller. Has a 20" throat depth, 1" diameter spindles, and includes floor stand with 6 sets of dies: 1/4" round bead die, 1/2" round bead die, 1/16" step die, 1/8" step die. 1/4" step die. 1 set of shearing dies. 18 Gauge Mild Steel, 1/16" Aluminum.

POWER BEAD ROLLER MACHING
- This Sheet Metal Roller Press is 12" length with 5 adjustable hardened fingers, material hold-down, back gauge, 1-1/4" slip rolls with 1/16", 1/8" and 3/16" grooves for wire forming. Works up to 20 gauge sheet metal. Stand not included but available for the 30" Roller only, see Accessories Tab. 20 Gauge.

ENGLISH WHEEL THROAT DEPTH
- Heavy Duty construction, quick release lower Anvil and includes floor stand. * Part Number 12-03474 - Can be used for rolling, beading and forming foot operated height adjustment.